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Most injustices occur continuously within the framework of
an established polity with an operative system of law, in
normal times.

GIVING INJUSTICE ITS DUE

I

n November 2015, the Black Justice League of Princeton University
staged a demonstration in an attempt to catch the conscience of our
community. Their message was clear: Black students cannot breathe
freely on our campus under the weight of Woodrow Wilson’s legacy.
Indeed, Woodrow Wilson was the most prominent intellectual of the
white supremacist culture war waged against equal rights for AfroAmericans. Wilson propagated a falsified history of the Civil War and
Reconstruction. He also glorified the Ku Klux Klan as the legitimate ruler
of the South. As President, Wilson reshaped the federal government
to reflect the general will of the Southern whites to dominate AfroAmericans and unleashed a state propaganda machine to change
public opinion in the North that hitherto rejected white supremacy.
Wilson’s subversive ideas about the sovereignty of the KKK and his
opposition to full citizenship for back people on the basis of their racial
inferiority were protected by the First Amendment; but they would have
been illegal to act upon openly. The estimation of Wilson’s reputation
is made difficult by the fact that he had adapted the conspiratorial and
deceitful manner of the Southern cultural, political and judicial elite
that hid behind the fully disguised, yet spectacularly visible members of
the KKK, who did the dirty work for them. Wilson’s white supremacist
beliefs cannot be excused by the explanation that he was just a man
of his time. He himself knew that in order to be elected President by
the Americans of his time, he had to publicly disavow the “the spirit
of Southern sectionalist prejudice” as his political adversary and the
hero of our first film, Trotter put it. Princeton’s Black Justice League
protestors had to fight with both hands tied behind their backs when
it came to Wilson’s reputation because, as President, Woodrow Wilson
made sure to hide his true colors. Wilson was not a man of his time: he
jolted time out of its joint by reversing the progress in the extension of
civil rights.
Time is still out of joint. We decided to make the short research feature
film The Curious Adventures of William Monroe Trotter to set it right.
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T

he Black Justice League protest inspired a new undergraduate
course in Princeton, CHV 355 ‘Woodrow Wilson Goes to Hollywood’.
The course is now offered under the title ‘The Hidden History of
Hollywood’ and is redesigned for online studio work. It investigates the
carefully covered up historical facts surrounding Woodrow Wilson’s
strategic release of D. W. Griffith’s The Birth of a Nation (1915) despite
a valid prior restraint order against the film brought by the New York
City censorship board. Wilson’s political agenda was forged together
with his old friend Thomas Dixon whose Klan trilogy provides the film’s
narrative structure that carries the white supremacist moral of Wilson’s
History of the American People. Their plan was to rewrite the electoral
map by stoking fear of black violence and turn the public opinion of the
North against black citizens. Their strategy worked: the distribution of
the film led directly to the rebirth of the KKK and increased violence
against Afro-Americans. Woodrow Wilson covertly midwifed the new
American film industry in order to counter the printed news media
that called him out on the legally dubious issue of segregation and on
his loyalty to the Lost Cause. Wilson launched Hollywood as his mass-

propaganda tool designed to
promote white supremacy
domestically and American
moral leadership globally.
This course teaches us that although acts of injustice can
become normalized by public opinion and disguised as innocuous
pragmatic policy, it is never too late to uncover the original acts
that injured the law and the propaganda that perverted public
opinion. CHV 355 has spilled over into an extracurricular student
group dedicated to telling unacknowledged stories of injustice in
a series of short, impeccably researched feature films. We are now
returning to the Princeton curriculum with our new method of
studio learning. This production book in the making is a sample of
a new genre of school work: a new way of approaching history and
storytelling. It makes transparent the process in which we reframe
the narrative of civil rights on the basis of the facts and documents
our research uncovers.
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O

ur school drama productions are based upon scholarly research
of facts that dig deep enough to strike the ore of empathy. Zora
Neal Hurston’s scholarly yet vernacular film documentations of black
lives and Toni Morrison’s magic chronicles of the undocumented and
unaccounted for guide us between facts and inspired reenactments,
between academic search for proof and empathy’s search for shared
experience. The black lives disremembered, the stories of injustice
silenced or covered up, the history that remains hidden demand a
method that goes beyond scholarly analysis and reaches for empathy
through imagination. John Dewey, the most important American
philosopher of liberal education argues that our concrete, everyday
experiences are naturally inchoate. Only art can fulfil an experience
so that in it - like ocean in a drop of water - our common humanity
is disclosed. We need stories to understand our experiences and how
they hang together relative to our other experiences and relative to
experiences of others – all together framing our shared humanity.
Experience, however, is fetishized, commodified, weaponized and
capitalized. Storytelling stumbles on the hustle to be heard and made
awkwardly self-conscious under the suspicion of profiteering.

Our solution is collective storytelling and non-profit, liberal arts film
production. Let’s not be proprietary, let’s not own, but share stories
and experiences, let’s not agree to non-disclosure, let’s not censure
ourselves or others, let’s blow the whistle on injured law all together.
Liberal education is a utopia where market rules are temporarily
suspended – let us enjoy this temporary shelter and make films
seriously playfully as an aesthetically full learning experience. “The
play’s the thing.”

THE HIDDEN HISTORY
OF HOLLYWOOD

W

e started to work on The Curious Adventures of William Monroe Trotter in
November 2019, meeting after classes and working on our production
book online. Now we have returned to the Princeton curriculum as a studio
course in order to offer new students the opportunity not only to research how
Woodrow Wilson built up Hollywood’s corporate power in exchange for serving
his political interests, but also to reframe the narrative of this crucial time in
the light of our groundbreaking research.
Film producers eager to emulate the succès de scandale apparently only
accounts of violent racism could ensure, tried to pay the sitting President for
the copyright of The History of the American People, the actual basis of D. W.
Griffith’s script for The Birth of a Nation. The film did nothing less than invent
the business formula for a globally profitable product: the blockbuster movie.
The President could not legally accept the producers’ offer. Nonetheless,
Wilson meant gold in Hollywood – he could ensure distribution even in a
confrontation with the federal states who de jure had the competence for prior
restraint. Wilson could even make sure that, despite the opposition of the
Army leadership, films could be shown to the troops on Sunday mornings,
because, he argued, “motion picture is the single most important instrument
that can win the war.”
Wilson molded Hollywood into a semi-legal frame of segregation that was made
formal by the Espionage Act and the Creel Office, which financed propaganda
filmmaking during WWI and which was endowed with direct legal authority
over Hollywood. After the war the Creel Office’s Jim Crow system was
transformed into the Hays Code: a self-censoring workplace regulation agreed
upon by all studios and distributors that prescribed that Afro-Americans
could be represented in movies only in subservient social status, among other
racist regulations. This black code was followed by the film industry well into
the sixties. Thus, segregation became the second nature of Hollywood that is
difficult to shake. Let us start overcoming it by creating some historical and
moral clarity through research, but also through empathetic reenactment.

“I am from a part of the people,” Trotter says repeatedly. Wilson’s
conscience is stung, and he throws Trotter out of the White House.
The next day, the front pages of the nation’s press report what the
explosive White House meeting had revealed: Woodrow Wilson is fully
behind the segregation of the federal workforce and is committed
to carry it further. Wilson tells his advisor that he made a fool out
of himself, he should have just reassured the black delegation, as
politicians always do, that he will look into their complaint. Indeed,
Wilson lost control over the meeting that was scheduled for only
fifteen minutes but went on for an hour. Moreover, the President was
shaken to his core. Soon after, he told a friend that he wished he was
assassinated when out in public.

“I AM FROM A PART OF THE PEOPLE”

O

n the presidential campaign trail, Wilson made the promise to
William Monroe Trotter, founder of the Equal Rights League,
that, as President, he would uphold the law that granted equal rights
to Afro-American citizens. Trotter then organized the black vote for
Wilson, despite the latter being the candidate of the Democratic
Party. Trotter first went to the White House in 1913 to remind the
president of his promise of equality and freedom for Afro-Americans.
Wilson made yet another empty promise to look into the complaint
about segregation of the federal government, pretending that he had
no knowledge of it.
Our first short film is a reenactment of the third meeting between
Trotter and Wilson, as documented by official White House
transcripts. Trotter this time sets a mousetrap for Wilson and
actually catches the conscience of the king. Trotter confronts
Wilson directly, saying that the President’s betrayal of his campaign
promise was an “unmanly thing.” He also implies that Wilson usurps
the power of an office which was created by the American people –
which includes African-American citizens.

This reveals that although Trotter managed to catch Wilson’s conscience
in his mousetrap, the President immediately turned his deep self-doubt
into an even deeper self-pity, pathetically daydreaming of Lincoln’s
martyrdom. Both the scandal of this meeting and Wilson’s scandalous
involvement in the film whose main ambition was to justify violence
against black lives is disremembered today. We cannot imagine how
an ostensibly liberal President furthered workplace discrimination
(including in Hollywood) and state sanctioned violence and how an
official tasked with uniting the entire people understood “We, the
People” not to include African-Americans – with consequences we still
see today, from police brutality to mass incarceration. Our film will
show you how.

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 12, 1914
“For such placement of employees means a charge by the government of
physical indecency or infection, or of being a lower order of beings, or a
subjection to the prejudices of other citizens, which constitutes inferiority
of status. We protested such segregation as to working positions, eating
tables, dressing rooms, rest rooms, lockers and especially public toilets

in government buildings. We stated that such segregation was a public
humiliation and degradation, entirely unmerited, and far-reaching in
its injurious effects, a gratuitous blow against ever-loyal citizens and
against those many of whom aided and supported your elevation to the
presidency of our common country.”

W. M. Trotter to President Wilson

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 13, 1914

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 14, 1914

[Wilson] could not help wishing when we were out tonight [Nov, 14, 1914 in New York City]
that someone would kill him... His eyes were moist when he spoke of not wanting to live
longer, and of not being fit to do the work he had in hand.
from Edward Mandell House’s Diary

IOLA

MAIN CHARACTERS
Historical Characters: William Monroe Trotter, Woodrow Wilson, The
White House, The Old Post Office (today the International Trump Hotel)

The two historical buildings are part of the film’s dramaturgy driven by
the conflict over public and official spaces between the powerful and
citizens, who are not considered to be properly part of the people and
yet seek to occupy them.

Zendaya

Our Fictional Character
Iola is a teenage girl with the spirit of Ida Wells (whose pen-name she
bears) and Rosa Park. She is one of the black female clerks “herded
on the fifth floor” of the Old Post Office as Trotter describes it to
the President. She - just like Ida Wells and Rosa Park – engages in
spontaneous political performance art
when entering the bathroom designated
for white men. Trotter, in his meeting with
Wilson, draws attention to the injustice of
African-American federal workers being
forced to walk large distances or even
leave their building to reach the public
facilities assigned to them. Iola grabs
a hat and a coat in order to slip into the
closest bathroom to stop a nosebleed. But
a white worker cries bloody murder when
he catches a glimpse of her bloody black
hand by the sink. A wild chase ensues.
Iola is pursued by a white crowd through
the dramatic corridor up to the clock tower
of the Post Office where she is even shot
at. Wounded, she climbs out the tower’s
window. Her incessant movement is frozen
as she crouches on the top of the building
like a gargoyle.

FROM PRESIDENTIAL KIN TO
PRESIDENTIAL FOE
William Monroe Trotter on his mother’s side was from Thomas Jefferson’s
unofficial, enslaved Monticello family. His father was a lieutenant of
the 55th colored regiment of Massachusetts, a spokesperson for equal
pay for black soldiers, an officer of the federal post office and at one
point he held the highest post available for an Afro-American in public
service proving that there was - for two generations - integration
and racial harmony in the federal workplace before Woodrow Wilson
reversed it. After leaving public service, Trotter’s father became a
successful real estate developer. Our fantastic Mr. Trotter, however,
with his activist mother’s blessing, spent his entire inheritance on
his weekly newspaper, The Guardian, that he ran with his lifelong

comrade and wife, Deenie Pindell. Monroe Trotter remained Woodrow
Wilson’s noble adversary to the last: fighting against The Birth of a
Nation in court and in the streets of Boston, where he organized the
first civil rights protest attended by thousands of peaceful AfricanAmericans, travelling incognito as a cook on a freighter to the Paris
Peace Conference to call out Wilson’s hypocrisy on democratic selfdetermination and forcing Wilson to make a statement against
lynching in 1918. After Deenie died in the 1918 flu pandemic, Trotter
gave up all his earthly property to keep The Guardian alive. After heavy
pacing on the roof of his last abode - as reported by his landlord - our
hero hurled himself or fell from the top of the house.

NEW PEDAGOGY REANIMATES A
DISREMEMBERED HISTORY
The valuable research that goes into the making of The Curious
Adventures of William Monroe Trotter will stay available for the audience
of the short film as bonus material. Ideally, our research films will be
exhibited in museums with smart screens around the main big screen
and also display cabinets with original manuscripts, printed material
and objects in their physical presence when possible. Each screen
will be dedicated to a character or a theme, designed similarly to the
pages of this production book. The audience can open any graphic
or text element on the digital screens to find documentary evidence
for the factual part of our story as well as the real life people and
events that inspired imaginative characters and storylines like that

of Iola’s. For example, a text element referring to Monroe Trotter’s
parentage, will lead you down the path click by click all the way to his
great grandfather (freed, and likely fathered, by Thomas Jefferson).
If curious, you may click again and proceed to the page chronicling
the fantastic life of the matriarch of the Monticello clan, Elisabeth
Hemings. Each digital page is a seed for another research film: The
Love Rivalry (between Monroe Trotter and W.E.B Du Bois for the
hand of their comrade, Deenie Pindell), An American in Paris (about
Trotter crashing the Versailles Peace Conference incognito sans his
signature moustache because Wilson denies him a visa), and so on...

A CHANCE FOR
CATHARSIS

W

ilson’s presidency was but a Trojan horse out of which
came the second incarnation of the Ku Klux Klan. The
South has never truly surrendered, rather, it kept
fighting for the cause of white privilege and domination. The
two highest magistrates of the country at the time, Wilson
and Chief Justice White of the Supreme Court of the United
States, who happened to be an ex-member of the Ku Klux
Klan, picked up the Southern Lost Cause where the disbanded
KKK left it in order to continue the war by political means.
President Wilson and Chief Justice, Edward Douglass White
found a way to legalize segregation and conspired to release
D.W. Griffith’s The Birth of a Nation (1915) despite the fact
that it was under a prior restraint order. The Chief Justice
wrote a letter to warn Wilson to cover up their involvement
and promotion of the scandalous film as he himself did by
threatening the film producers. Lillian Gish reported that
Griffith told his crew on the set that his film was based upon
Wilson’s History of the American People (1902) and made them
all read the relevant parts. The Birth of a Nation (as several
other Griffith films that followed) served as the President’s
mouthpiece and lead directly to the rebirth of the Ku Klux
Klan and a documented increase in lynching even if these
were unintended consequences of Wilson’s political actions.
Our research-filmmaking method, in which artistic imagination
is guided by disciplined scholarship, is best suited for the
exploration of the cunningly covered-up, under-documented,
falsified and disremembered history of the American people.
In addition, the cinematic reenactment of Trotter’s successful
outing of Wilson as the political force behind the legalization
of segregation could be cathartic if screened on the Princeton
campus.
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